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SUMMARY

• Recent volatility around
earnings headlines obscures
underlying earnings power, in
our view.
• The US economy remains
strong, giving us greater
confidence in our
expectations for mid-to-high
single digit growth for S&P
500 earnings in 2022.
• We believe volatility will
persist throughout 2022 but
remain constructive on
equities.
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Earnings Still Growing, Just Not as Fast as Last
Year
Memorable one-liners make for great commercials. One such commercial in
financial services advertising dating back to the late 1970’s and early 1980’s
ended with the esteemed actor John Houseman dropping the mic with the line
“they make money the old-fashioned way… they earn it”. “Earning it” may be the
key to which stocks or sectors are the performance leaders for 2022. We are
over halfway through earnings reporting season for the fourth quarter of 2021,
and just as in the past several reporting periods, most companies have
exceeded Wall Street expectations.
However, there have been some high-profile companies that have not met
expectations and their share prices have been punished, in our opinion.
Further, some of those disappointments have impacted overall market
performance and added fuel to the volatility we have experienced in 2022.
Compounding the worries over earnings is the fact that we have reached the
point in the post-pandemic recovery where the change in year-over-year
growth rates in corporate earnings is slowing. For the quarter just ended, it is
estimated that earnings for companies in the S&P 500 grew at a rate of over
25% on a year over year basis. That is in sharp contrast to the single digit
growth rates that are forecast for the next few quarters. To put it in
perspective, Wall
Street consensus
expectations for
calendar 2022
year over year
earnings growth
stands at
approximately 9%
compared to a
growth rate of
over 50% for 2021
(see chart, right).
With the S&P 500
trading at an
above average
P/E multiple,
19.7x versus the 5-year average of 18.6x, this type of deceleration is attentiongetting, but we
Source: Refinitiv DataStream, RiverFront Chart shown as of 2/7/22 for illustrative purposes only.
do not believe it
is cause for alarm.
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Why Do We Care About Earnings?
Consistency and sustainability of earnings growth is a driver for security selection in our strategies in 2022. The
reason we care so much about the current earnings reporting period is that it gives us an opportunity to look
under the hood for those characteristics which we believe will separate the winners from the losers. As supply
chain constraints, labor shortages, and cost pressures have increased, the commentary that accompanies the
data released by publicly traded companies matters more than ever. Our equity selection strategy continues to
favor those industries where companies are navigating through COVID-19 related disruptions through a
combination of consistent earnings growth, strong margins, and pricing power.
Why Should You Care About Earnings?
Most investors have little need to know about specific forecasts for corporate earnings growth. While the details
of earnings reporting season are likely too “in the weeds”, it is important to understand that these reports are one
more factor contributing to the market volatility we referenced in last week’s Weekly View: All Aboard the
Mechanical Bull: FAQ on Recent Market Volatility. It is also important to remember that the lower relative growth in
2022 when compared to 2021 is not new news. Current forecasts for S&P earnings for 2022 are at $220.06,
compared to $202.20 for 2021. We believe single digit earnings growth is already factored in to share prices and
the stock market’s weakness since the beginning of the year has served as a reset button, bringing valuations
down to more reasonable levels. Market volatility can be unsettling, but we believe understanding the underlying
reasons for it can help mitigate some of those anxieties.
Our Focus Remains on the Big Picture
Assigning values to stocks based on future earnings may be the most common valuation metric used by financial
analysts, but it is important to view it in the context of a wide range of fundamentals that also give insight into the
strength of a company’s prospects. Headlines discussing corporate earnings reports tend to focus on whether a
company exceeded or fell short of expectations. The greater the magnitude of the difference, the greater the
impact on a company’s share price. However, there are additional metrics that can give insight into the health of
companies that deserve
attention. For example, revenues
are at record high levels meaning
that companies have more
financial flexibility. Record
revenues generate significant
cash which can be used towards
dividends or share repurchases or
can also go towards business
expansion and wages.
Additionally, while down from the
record levels achieved during the
second quarter of 2021, profit
margins remain above average,
even as companies have faced
cost pressures in the form of both
higher cost of goods and higher
wages. Strong sales bode well for
demand and above-average profit
Source: Refinitiv DataStream, RiverFront Chart shown as of 2/7//22 for illustrative purposes only.
margins provide cushion as companies
adjust to a higher cost structure. Finally, the December release of the Conference Board’s Leading Economic
Index (LEI) confirmed that US economic activity remained strong as we ended 2021 despite challenges from the
COVID-19 Omicron variant (see chart, above). As we wrote in our 2022 Outlook Summary-Riding the Recovery, we
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believe there is a correlation between the LEI and trends in US corporate earnings. The continued strength in the
LEI gives us confidence that earnings can trend higher this year and achieve our base case expectations for mid
to high single digit year over year growth.
Conclusion
Transitions can be uncomfortable. The transition from a market that was moving higher throughout 2020 and 2021
to the choppy volatility we have experienced over the past month has left investors feeling anxious and worried
that they need to take action. An investment process anchored by a risk management discipline serves as a
solution for these times. Thus far, 2022 has been an example of when process intersects with prediction.
Predictions or expectations are evolving as economic conditions change, and we have enacted risk management
responses across our strategies. We remain constructive because of our belief in the recovery, but we stand
ready to make the necessary changes for investors – either lowering overall risk levels in the portfolios or
reinvesting cash – depending on the signals we glean from our process.
Message for Investor Types:
We have the following recommendations for Accumulate, Sustain, and Distribute investors:
1.

Distribute and Sustain:
a. Prepare for heightened volatility, but don’t lose sight of the big picture: The big picture being
that equities need to remain prominent in portfolios since bonds and cash offer returns that
are below inflation and thus represent a loss to purchasing power each year.
b. Trust the process: Our portfolio managers have experience navigating volatile markets and
have their ‘hands on the wheel’. Recognizing that our investment process is more important
than our ability to always make accurate predictions, more regular ‘course corrections’ to the
portfolios should be expected as volatility rises.

2. Accumulate: Volatility is an Accumulate investor’s friend, in our view. Volatility provides an
opportunity for Accumulate investors to potentially put their money to work at more opportune price
levels. These better price levels can amplify returns if done correctly.
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